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MATERIA PRO EFFECTS
Materia Pro Effects, decorative coats, evocate golden, silver and bronze shades. Materia Pro Effects, dark
shades coat, contribute to create an elegant and refined and fascinating environment. The dark, satin and
perlescent effects are enhanced by the light creating a fairy environment. Application doesn’t require special
tips: in case of damages, Materia Pro Effects surface can be easily repaired.
SURFACE PREPARATION
Smooth surfaces, dry walls need to be primed by one coat of Materia Pro Fondo.
APPLICATION
Materia Pro Effects are ready to use. Don’t use mechanical tools.
Spread on the wall Materia Pro Effects Gold, Silver or Bronze by stainless steel trowel by a slight pressure,
smoothing well all the applied surface. Wait 12 hours and apply a second coat smoothing immediately and
changing continuously the direction of the trowel action; in such a way a deep and complex effect will be
obtained. Also a vertical pressing may lead to a interesting effect.
Clean tools immediately after use, by warm water and soap.

PACKAGING: 2,5 litres buckets
YIELD: 200 ml/m2
DRYING: 2 hours touch dry
STORAGE TEMPERATURE: from +10°C to +25°C
APPLICATION TEMPERATURE: from +10°C to +40°C
TOOLS CLEANING: Warm water
VOC CONTENT IN THE PRODUCT READY FOR USE: < 40gr/lt

TECHNICAL DATA
BINDING AGENT: Acrylic resin
SPECIFIC WEIGHT: 1,23 kg /l ± 2% UNI 8910
PH: 6÷6,5 UNI 8311
VISCOSITY BROOKFIELD: 60000 CPS a 20° C. S. 6 RPM ± 10% UNI 8490
% SOLID BY WEIGHT: 60,3% ± 2 ISTR 0007
These data are result of scrupulous tests and are showing our most updated knowledge. These data
are distributed as information and cannot be proof for a dispute since the application and
conservation of the product may change not under our responsibility.
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